2021 ScienceBase Release Notes
Feb_Release Notes

Bug
[SCIENCEBASE-8550] - Troubleshoot and fix publishFile method in sb-graphql/s3Api
[SCIENCEBASE-8813] - Unexpected TIF Behavior, Continued issue with scrape and permissions?
[SCIENCEBASE-8819] - Investigate / Resolve ScienceBase Metrics API (Issue Reported in Health Page)

Story
[SCIENCEBASE-8780] - SB File Upload Segmentation: Issue a message or modal box alerting user that scraping will happen later
[SCIENCEBASE-8782] - SB File Upload Segmentation: Create asynchronous file scraping process as part of file upload workflow
[SCIENCEBASE-8812] - provide useful upload status when user upload a large file using the new AWS s3 upload functionality of sicencebasepy continuation
[SCIENCEBASE-8820] - SB File Upload Segmentation: Provide architectural direction/support

Task
[SCIENCEBASE-8758] - Update Jenkins job for Directory and Vocab
[SCIENCEBASE-8778] - Programmatically Publish to Public S3 via sciencebasepy
[SCIENCEBASE-8796] - -----Deploy 1/28-------[SCIENCEBASE-8800] - Refactor code and fix bug
[SCIENCEBASE-8803] - Update beta keycloak gitlab jobs to deploy to new machine
[SCIENCEBASE-8810] - Prod manager pointing to Keycloak
[SCIENCEBASE-8815] - Rebecca Training
[SCIENCEBASE-8816] - Placeholder - sciencebasepy next steps for programmatic upload to S3
[SCIENCEBASE-8817] - -----DEPLOY 2/10/2021--------[SCIENCEBASE-8822] - Rebecca Pair Programming with Himal SB 8783
[SCIENCEBASE-8823] - Upload Files link, refresh parent after upload
[SCIENCEBASE-8824] - Publish updated spring-security-keycloak plugin for beta keycloak@11.0.2
[SCIENCEBASE-8828] - Get Devs Access to shared Drives for Large Files
[SCIENCEBASE-8830] - Rebecca Pair Programming with Himal SB 8826
[SCIENCEBASE-8831] - Li pair programming with Rebecca
[SCIENCEBASE-8832] - Setup repos/machine with Rebecca
[SCIENCEBASE-8834] - Setup dev environment/machine with Rebecca
[SCIENCEBASE-8835] - update prod awslambda credentials
[SCIENCEBASE-8837] - Rebecca Training-create shared directory
[SCIENCEBASE-8840] - keycloak and gitlab runners issues
[SCIENCEBASE-8842] - Working with Rebecca on setup/repos
[SCIENCEBASE-8843] - Working with Li on combining code
[SCIENCEBASE-8844] - Finalize large file upload, resolve timeout issue
Jan_Release Notes

Bug
[SCIENCEBASE-8750] - Continued: 500 Error thrown on metadata scrape / file permissions
[SCIENCEBASE-8770] - Mitigate scripting vulnerability in catalog/blurb
[SCIENCEBASE-8771] - Mitigate jquery-ui-dialog 1.11.3 vulnerability in Catalog
[SCIENCEBASE-8772] - Mitigate jQuery 1.11.1 vulnerability in Catalog, Directory and Vocab
[SCIENCEBASE-8779] - Large File Uploader Failing, 500 error
[SCIENCEBASE-8788] - Photos website and Photos ScienceBase - not displaying images
[SCIENCEBASE-8801] - Resolve white page on load when logging in via beta keycloak
[SCIENCEBASE-8802] - Troubleshoot neda's contractor account issues in rfpManager
[SCIENCEBASE-8804] - Beta catalog-tags tab-drop downs are not working
[SCIENCEBASE-8805] - Beta catalog- When tab drop down not working
[SCIENCEBASE-8806] - Beta catalog-S3 publishing(for public access) gives and error
[SCIENCEBASE-8807] - Beta catalog- external sources tab drop down not working
[SCIENCEBASE-8808] - Beta catalog- What tab-'add identifier' drop down not giving any options.
[SCIENCEBASE-8809] - Beta Catalog- Who tab- type drop down not working
[SCIENCEBASE-8811] - Beta catalog bug issues

Story
[SCIENCEBASE-8741] - provide useful upload status when user upload a large file using the new AWS s3 upload functionality of sicencebasepy
[SCIENCEBASE-8785] - Contribute to architectural discussions and direction for SB team
[SCIENCEBASE-8799] - update sciencebase TPP for sciencebase 3 pages

Task
[SCIENCEBASE-8757] - Beta Keycloak Deploy
[SCIENCEBASE-8762] - ------ DEPLOY 1/14/20 ------[SCIENCEBASE-8764] - Rebecca - Learn ScienceBase
[SCIENCEBASE-8766] - Diagram to show current architecture / problem
[SCIENCEBASE-8767] - Spike-Research alternate solution to skip TIFF Scraping and alternate solutions
[SCIENCEBASE-8774] - Change Beta Service Account Passwords
[SCIENCEBASE-8775] - Change Production Service Account Passwords
[SCIENCEBASE-8776] - Service migrations to new centos7 machines
[SCIENCEBASE-8777] - SPIKE: Keycloak javascript compatibility with old version
[SCIENCEBASE-8786] - Spike Ticket - Research s3GeoTiff library
[SCIENCEBASE-8791] - Revise the Visio Arch Diagram
[SCIENCEBASE-8792] - Update the Technical Project Page (TPP) ScienceBase
[SCIENCEBASE-8793] - Accidentally deleted file
[SCIENCEBASE-8794] - Implement using s3GeoTiff library

